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We craft finest paper products aimed at modern urban people who appreciate beautiful 
design, enjoy rich details and seek for unique experience in everything around them.

Ideas are all around us. But before we create, we dream. We find beauty and inspiration 
in our dreams, in every single story and in every corner of the world.

Our products are made to last. We use the finest, environmentally safe materials and 
different methods in the production process. 



To write means more than putting pretty words on a page. 
The act of writing is to share a part of your soul with the world.

The “Classic Literature” is an exclusive series of lavishly designed notebooks which pays 
a reverent homage to some of the most important and ubiquitous writers from history. 
By using vintage imageries and design techniques it intends to convey a very unique feel 
and give towering literary figures freshness and a new breath of life in a century that has 
remembered their names but all but forgotten the essence of their gargantuan endeavors.

Classic Literature Series



The “Classic Literature” series 
celebrates visions and metaphors 
that have both haunted and elevated 
humanity, images of uplifting 
splendor or hallucinatory nightmares 
that are by now firmly rooted in our 
collective unconscious. 
 

size: 120x168mm
Hard cover
70gr writing paper

AVAILABLE IN 
B6 FORMAT



Each of the notebooks is 
accompanied by a carefully 
selected and universally 
appreciated quote from the 
author it honors, enriching the 
images with extra depth and 
relevance.
 

VINTAGE
TEXTURED PAPER
HARD COVERS





Carry the world around, travel with your mind.

‘Patterns of the world’ series is an edition to a cool gifts program intended to add value to 
every innovative and modern bookstore. Each product of the series is created with the idea 
in mind that there is a unique gift for every special person in our lives. And these products 
are perfect items for all travellers, dreamers, storytellers, explorers, artists and all those 
who appreciate beautiful and creative design.

The ‘Patterns of the world’ series includes various sizes and variations of notebooks, paper 
bags and posters, inspired from the traditions of different parts of the world and different 
civilizations. The beauties of the world are experienced through the uniquely creative de-
signs, whereas each of the items is dedicated to a significant piece of art of a selected culture.



AVAILABLE 
IN TWO SIZES

Large format A5
size: 150x207mm
Hard cover, Die-cut
70gr drawing paper

Small format A6
size: 105x148mm
Hard cover
70gr drawing paper

HARD COVER
NOTEBOOKS



SMOOTH FINISH
FOIL STAMP

This series contains notebook 
designs inspired by various 
patterns from different cultures and 
civilizations. We try to find different 
ways of letting the user engage, 
play and discover its content 
through the pages.



HIGH QUAILITY
PAPER INSIDE



SMOOTH
FINISH



FINE DRAWING
PAPER INSIDE



EVERY 
NOTEBOOK
TELLS A 
DIFFERENT
STORY.



size: 105x148mm
Soft cover 
Embossed pattern
70gr drawing paper

Special edition noteboooks 
with minimalistic design. 
Produced with high quality 
Sirio Stardust paper  
with embossed pattern. 

SOFT COVER
NOTEBOOKS

IDEAL PRODUCT 
FOR THOSE WHO 

APPRECIATE
FINE TEXTURE

AVAILABLE IN 
A6 FORMAT



PAPER BAGS



format B2
size: 500x700mm
150 gr matte paper

POSTERS



TEXTILE
COLLECTION

UNDATED
inside pages

WATERCOLOR
SERIES
Quality notebooks with 
watercolor inspired design 
produced with special 
printed textile.



TEXTILE
COLLECTION

DOTTED
inside pages

LEAVES
SERIES

Nature inspired design and 
dotted inside pages, make 

these notebooks ideal  
for bullet journaling  

or taking notes. 



Plans are nothing, but planning is everything.

Whether you like weekly or daily planning options, a paper planner is an inevitable tool for 
keeping your life organized and moving forward.

Our planner collection is famous for its superb quality and unique designs.  The collection 
has been inspired by the beauty of everyday life, and it’s ideal for organizing your thoughts 
and focusing your mind. 
Stylish, modern and available in different formats and inside pages. This makes them 
perfect for optimum use and allows to be carried everywhere with you.
 

PLANNERS 
& NOTES



Our planner collection is made of natural materials, 
has undated designed pages that are giving you 
complete flexibility in your planning. You fill the dates 
in, so you can choose if the week starts on Sunday  
or Monday, if you want to skip a day or plan two days  
in one page.

SOFT - HARD COVER AND 
HARD COVER PLANNERS

Medium format A5
size: 140х200mm
Hard cover
80gr writing paper
192 pages

Small format B6 
(selected models)
size: 115х160mm
Hard cover
80gr writing paper
192 pages

AVAILABLE 
IN TWO SIZES



MELLOW
SERIES

DOTTED
inside pages

Perfect for keeping things just 
the way you want them to be and 
great as an introduction to the 
wonderful world of bullet journaling. 

Start your bullet 
journal adventure with 
our soft-hard cover 
dotted planners. 



MELLOW
SERIES

UNDATED
inside pages

Special editon hard cover 
planners and agendas with 
elastic band and black/silver 
foil details on the cover.



ELEGANT
SERIES

RULED
inside pages

UNDATED
inside pages

Make better 
use of your time 
and optimise 
productivity.



GENES
SERIES

RULED
inside pages



CARBONIC
SERIES

RULED
inside pages



CARBONIC
SERIES

RULED
inside pages

Plan your day 
and organize your 

thoughts with 
our intuitive and 
effective layout.



METALITE
SERIES

RULED
inside pages



METALITE
SERIES

RULED
inside pages



SHAREWOOD
SERIES

UNDATED
inside pages



SHAREWOOD 
SERIES

DOTTED
inside pages

ENCOURAGE 
CREATIVITY AND 

IMAGINATION.

Get your child started 
and inspired.

Let them just draw. 
Or write some poetry.
Or write down their secrets. 
Or what they want to visit next.



DELOOKS
SERIES

RULED
inside pages



DELOOKS
SERIES

RULED
inside pages



DELOOKS
SERIES

RULED
inside pages

Define and breakdown 
your short and long-term 
goals and incorporate 
them into your daily life.



ECO
SERIES

RULED
inside pages



CORKY
SERIES

Develop Your Sense of Taste

SPECIAL EDITION NOTEBOOKS FOR ALL 
WINE LOVERS OUT THERE.
PERFECT GIFT FOR ANY OCCASION OR 
GREAT JOURNAL FOR HOME- TASTING.

Anytime is wine time!



CORKY
SERIES

size: 140х200mm
Hard cover
80gr writing paper
192 pages

AVAILABLE 
IN A5 FORMAT

Pick out flavors in wine and identify 
the signs of wine faults. 
Your tasting notes will help you spot 
great quality wines too.



Chic, trendy and sofisticated 
notebooks

Unique notebook experience with beautiful 
designs spanning across the covers. 
The hard outer covers makes them perfect 
for taking them on the go. 

NOTEBOOKS

INSIDE 
PAGES 

OPTIONS dotted 
grid

innovative 
hybrid 

lines

innovative 
hybrid 

grid-lines

lined

graph



AVAILABLE 
IN THREE
SIZES

Large format A4
size: 205х285mm
Hard cover, Die-cut
80gr writing paper

Medium format A5
size: 140х200mm
Hard cover, Die-cut
80gr writing paper

Small format B6
size: 115х160mm
Hard cover
80gr writing paper



HARD COVER
WITH DIE-CUT

GEOMETRY
SERIES



HARD COVER
WITH DIE-CUT

& NEON COLORS

PIXEL
SERIES



FEATHERS
SERIES

HARD COVER
WITH DIE-CUT



3D
SERIES

SPOT 
UV VARNISH

Work faster, smarter and 
better at the office, home, 

or at school.
 

We promise to be your 
best notes partner. 



TRAVEL
SERIES

The famous city designs on 
these notebooks just screams 
„Go on summer holiday”! 



Each notebook contains 
192 pages of your choice 
and it’s available in three 

different formats. 
It’s perfect for scribbling 
notes about your travels 

or whiling away lazy 
summer afternoons 

with a pen in your hand. 



GERMANY

The series includes the most representative German city attractions. These notebooks can 
be taken with you to every country that you travel to or serve as a great reminder of a place 
that holds a special place in your heart.



Size: 120x168mm
Hardcover
70gr drawing paper

AVAILABLE IN 
B6 FORMAT



HARD COVER WITH 
TEXTURED PAPER





CITIES

Scribble down your exciting adventures or daydream 
about famous cities that you plan to visit

The series includes some of the most famous cities in the world and their landmarks. 
These notebooks are here to be your travel buddy when you’re getting ready for your trip 
and when you are off on the road. 



Size: 120x168mm
Hardcover
70gr drawing paper

AVAILABLE IN 
B6 FORMAT



Modern, minimalist and simply beautiful.

The series include the most representative attractions of Skopje.
These beautiful notebooks  are prized possession that can be filled with amazing memories 
or plans and goals and serve as a perfect gift or souvenir from our city.



size: 120x168mm
Hard cover
70gr writing paper

AVAILABLE IN 
B6 FORMAT



HARD COVER WITH 
TEXTURED PAPER





T-SHIRTS

Unisex branded 
t-shirts with i
llustrations from 
landmarks from 
Skopje in 
9 different 
designs
 

Color: white
Material: 100% Cotton 
Available sizes:
S,M, L, XL



POSTCARDS

Vintage texture paper;
Illustrations of city landmarks of 
the capitol of Macedonia, Skopje;
Die-cut form;
Size: 105x147mm.



MAGNETS 

3D magnet
Size: 70x70mm 
Illustrations of city landmarks of the 
capitol of Macedonia, Skopje;
material: wood



TOTE BAG
High quality crafted tote bag;
Hand sewn in Macedonia;
Beautiful printed illustrations of city 
landmarks;
Size: 360x400mm.



Ss. Cyril and Methodius No. 50, 6th floor
1000 Skopje, Macedonia

www.skriptie.com


